Extracellular Mitochondrial ATP, Suramin, and Autism?
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A recent publication reported that pregnant mice injected with the viral-like material Poly(I:C) produced, as previously known, offspring that exhibit behavior reminiscent of autism; it also reported that therapy with the antipurinergic drug suramin, used to treat the African disease trypanosomiasis, blocked ATP (a purine)-dependent biochemical and behavioral changes in these mice.¹ The authors asserted that this represents a new theory of mitochondrial-derived purinergic chemicals leaking outside a cell and signaling danger to surrounding cells.¹ This is an exciting finding and may suggest an important role of extracellular ATP in autism. However, this theory is apparently contrary to numerous reports of dysfunctional mitochondria and reduced ATP in patients with autism.²,³

The release of mitochondrial molecules extracellularly is not new. Extracellular ATP was previously considered a universal alarm signal released from cells under stress and capable of affecting neighboring cells,⁴ including mast cells.⁵ Extracellular ATP was also reported to augment inflammatory brain disease,⁶ microglial survival,⁷ as well as trigger and maintain inflammation in asthmatic airways.⁸ Nevertheless the findings by Naviaux et al,⁹ are supported by previous studies showing that extracellular mitochondrial material could be released from activated mast cells, unique immune cells involved in allergies and eczema.¹⁰ Many patients with autism have food allergies¹¹ and allergic-like symptoms,¹²,¹³ suggesting mast cell activation.¹⁴,¹⁵ A recent epidemiologic study of 92,642 children reported a strong correlation between atopic dermatitis (ie, eczema), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and autism.¹⁶ Moreover, children with mastocytosis, a spectrum of diseases that present with skin allergies, hyperactivity, and difficulty focusing,¹⁷ appear to have a 5-fold higher prevalence of autism spectrum disorder (1 out of 10 children) than that reported for the general population.¹⁸

This extracellular mitochondrial material could induce an intense autoimmune reaction from other cells,¹⁹,²⁰ including augmentation of allergic responses,²¹ and could lead to focal brain inflammation.²² About 50% of this material contained ATP, the action of which could be blocked by purinergic receptor inhibitors. The clinical importance of these findings was the fact that DNA was elevated in young children with autism.²³ All findings in the study using suramin were based on the assumption that it is a specific antipurinergic drug.¹ However, suramin is nonspecific and can affect G-coupled receptors,²⁴ as well as inhibit mast cell secretion,⁵ T cell proliferation,²⁵ and polymorphonuclear leukocyte bactericidal activity.²⁶

The authors did not explain how an antipurinergic effect could prevent the behavioral changes in the poly (I:C) mouse model that had been shown to depend on interleukin (IL)-6 increase²⁷ and not to develop in IL-6 null mice,²⁸ unless suramin blocks the release or antagonizes the action of IL-6. One possibility might be that activation of purinergic receptors leads to IL-6 release that could be indirectly blocked by suramin as it is blocked by luteolin in microglia.²⁹,³⁰ In fact, suramin can also block G-coupled receptors, ATPases,³¹ and mast cells.³²,³³ Given the fact that poly (I:C) maternal infection model does not occur in IL-6 knockout mice,²⁸,³⁴ and that most of the IL-6 depends on mast cells,³⁵ one wonders if the actions of suramin
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reported are not due to antipurinergic actions as reported, but more due to effects on mast cells.22

The use of the term therapy in the title of the article1 is unsuitable because we refer to therapy when the pathogenesis of a disease is known, unlike autism. This created unrealistic expectations from colleagues and patients. “Blocking purinergic receptors” or experimental “treatment” would have been more appropriate than “therapy” especially because mouse models poorly mimic inflammatory diseases in human beings.36

Suramin can induce severe urticarial reactions in more than 90% of patients and adrenal damage in about 50%; suramin can also impair renal function, induce blood dyscrasias, optic atrophy and peripheral neuritis.37 It is also contraindicated in hepatic dysf-

func
tion.38 Additional interactions with other drugs,39 or with supplements commonly given to children with autism40 may also occur.
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